
 

Extended notice on recorded video images 
in accordance with article 13, of the Legislative Decree:  196/2003 – “Code on matters of the Protection of Personal 

Data.“ 

 

APCOA Parking Italia S.p.A., with registered offices in Via Mantua, Via R. Zanellini no. 15, is the “Data Controller” 

(hereinafter the “Controller”), and is obliged to provide you with the following information concerning the treatment of 

your personal data, carried out using video surveillance systems at the time of your entrance and stay inside the car 

park.  In this regard, in completion of the information provided by means of the so-called simplified information sheets 

displayed in the relevant areas, we give you notice of the following. 

 

Purposes of the treatment of the data 

The personal data are not used to ensure the supervision of the parked cars but are treated solely for the purposes of 

the safety and protection of the people and assets of the managerial system, as well as for purposes of verifying 

compliance with the provisions of the car park Regulations. 

 

Method of treatment of the data 

The treatment operations are carried out with logic strictly related to the purposes indicated and, in any event, in a 

way that ensures the safety and confidentiality of the data. 

To this end, we make known that: 

• the images captured are recorded and stored on electronic media for the period of time strictly necessary to 

attain the indicated purposes and, in any case, for a short period, not exceeding the instructions of the 

Authority for the protection of the personal data (ruling of 08 April 2010). A longer storage period may depend 

on the need to comply with a specific request of the Judicial Authority or the judicial police with regard to any 

investigative activities underway; 

• on expiry of the period of storage envisaged, the images recorded are automatically deleted from the 

respective electronic media; 

• the recording of the images is carried out without environmental interception of communications and 

conversations. 

 

Categories of subjects to which the personal data can be communicated  

The personal data are exclusively treated by the personnel of the Controller specially appointed for the treatment or by 

companies that may be appointed by the Controller as External Managers of the treatment of the personal data.  

Additionally, the personal data may be made available to the Judicial Authorities and/or similarly authorised subjects, 

on their specific request. 

The data collected are not subject to communication, or dissemination. 

 

Rights under article 7 of the Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 

Finally, we inform you that article 7 of the Legislative Decree 196 of 2003 guarantees the exercise of the rights 

protecting your personal data. 

You are guaranteed the right to access the data/images that concern you, to check the purposes, methods and the logic 

of the treatment.  

With reference to the images recorded, it is not actually possible to exercise the right of updating, correcting or 

supplementing due to the intrinsic nature of the data collected, since these images are gathered in real time 

concerning an objective fact.  Nevertheless, you have right to block the data should they be treated in violation of the 

law. 

Requests to exercise the rights under article 7 of the Legislative Decree can be sent to the 

Controller: APCOA Parking Italia S.p.A.  Via  R.  Zanellini,  15  -  46100  Mantua  (MN),  Tel:  0376/345000,  Fax:  

0376/345001,  e-mail:info@apcoa.it 

or to the  

Data supervisors:  the complete, updated list of any Data Supervisors appointed is available on the web page 
www.apcoa.it/privacy.html.


